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Abstract

A tropical cyclone has been simulated in a qu , druply nested mesh model with finest grid resolution of about S km. At the center of the vol1ex, a compact eye was maintained.

Azimuthal means as well as asymmetry of the ye and the eye wall !,tructure are de-

scribed. The asymmetric features within the eye wall moved cyclonically at a much smaller

rotation rate than the cyclonic wind within the eye all. Roles of the mean radial-vertical

circulation, the eddy motions and the diffusion effect! in the maintenance of the mean struc-

ture are analyzed. In the analysis, attention is give~ to the balance betwec,n the wind and

pressure fields and also to the budgets of relative an~ular momentum, heat and water vapor.

The eddy motions caused a cooling and moistening ~ffect in the eye which counterbalanced

a warming and drying effect due to the mean sinkin~ motion.

1. Introduction

The eye is a frequently observed phenomenon
in intense tropical cyclones, consisting of a
relatively warm and cloud-free air column sur-
rounded by an area of intense convection, usually
called the eye wall. Asymmetric structure of the
eye wall has been recognized since earlier air-
craft observations (e.g., Simpson, 1952; Gentry,
1963; La Seur and Hawkins, 1963).

Much effort has been made to understand
certain features concerning the formation, struc-
ture and maintenance of the eye of tropical
cyclones. This includes the construction of model
vortices containing an eye, through analytical
considerations usually combined with observa-
tional analysis (e.g., Jordan, 1952; Malkus, 1958;
Kuo, 1959; Eliassen, 1971; Willoughby, 1979;
Smith, 1980). Composite analyses of the inner
Core region of observed hurricanes were made
by Shea and Gray (1973) and Gray and Shea
(1973). Also, laboratory experiments to simulate
the eye were reported (e.g., Wui and Ye, 1979).
Based on the results from his axisymmetric
numerical model, Ooyama (1969) discussed the
effect of the non-balanced boundary layer flow
on the eye structure. In Jones' (1980) three-

dimer)$ional, nested-mesh model with finest grid
,

resol~\ion of IOkm, an eye-like structure ap-

peare«.
On~ factor which remained uncertain or

speculative at best in the above mentioned
studi~s is the role of asymmetries in the dynamics
of the eye. In this study, we present a fairly
comprehensive and coherent picture of the eye

structure including the characteristics of asym-
metry. Quantitative estimates of various quanti-
ties within the eye and thc~ eye wall were made
possiijle by the application of a quadruply-nested
movaple mesh model. .A..lthough the eye we
analyr;e is a numerically simulated one rather
than an actual eye, we hol>e the obtained results

will i!1crease our knowledg'~ of the eye dynamics.
In the present paper, the numerical model

used and the time integration of it are briefly
described in Sections 2 an,d 3, respectively. The
time! averaged, azimuthal mean of the vortex

struc~ure is shown in Section 4. In Section S.
the ~symmetric features are investigated. The
balan~e relation between the wind and pressure

and the budgets of relative angular momentum,
heat and water vapor arc: discussed in Section

6. F/~ally. some remarks on the present experi-

ment Ilare made in Section 7.
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Table

Time
Domain size step
(Grid number) (sec)---

41X41 126
36X36 42
36X36 14
32X32 7

SURfACE PRESSURE

2. Brief description of the 111odel

The numerical simulation model used in the

present study is the eleven ~vel primitive equa-
tion model constructed at th Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory, NO 'A. The governing
equations of the model an the computational
schemes applied to it are identical to those ex-

plained in the paper by Kurihara and Bender
(1980, see both text and appendices).

We used a quadruply nested grid system for

making the time integration f the model. The
outermost grid area define a channel type

domain, with cyclic conditi n assumed for its
33.2 degree longitudinal spa 1 and laterally open
conditions placed at 5.2°N land 38.4°N. The

grid resolution, or the meri ional distance be-
tween grid points, was redu r d at each nesting
from 90 km to 30 km, th~n t 10 km, and finally
to 5 km. Other information n the grid system
is listed in Table I. The j ner three meshes,
which were movable, were hifted during the
course of the time integratio~ so that the vortex

remained in the center of th1se meshes.

In the present model, the hydrostatic balance
is assumed and also a para~eterization scheme
is used to incorporate the et;rect of moist con-
vection. Accordingly, an acctlrate simulation of
transient features of individual convection ere-
ments is precluded even though the grid resolu-
tion was increased in this experiment. We

presume that, when an intense vortex having the
scale of a tropical cyclone evolved in the model

integration, the condition "of hydrostatic balance
may be valid for such a vortex especially at its

quasi-stationary stage. The eye struc(ure was
expected to appear as a central part of the above
vortex system. We will .ma~~! an evalu~'ion on
the effect of parameterlzatl~ for moist con-
vection lat(,r in Section 7: I

3. Time integration of the nj~del

The initial condition of the model was deter-
mined in a manner similar tol! that described by

Kurihara and Bender (1980). ! ~n initial circular
vortex was specified by forn!~la (3.1) in their
paper for 0 ~0.9 and the intensity of the vortex
was decreased with height above 0=0.9 by the
factor 0/0.9. (0 is the pressure normalized by
its surface value.) Numerical constanis in (3.1)
were set as V m = 12 m S-1 (maximum" wind speed),
Rm = 150 km (approximate radius of maximum

wind) and Ro= 1,167 km (e~uivalent to 10.5

degrees latitude: radial exten~1 of vortex). The

//'

Grid system of a quadruply nested

.mes~ mod~1
Grid resolution -

Mesh Meridional Zonal

(km) (km)
I
I 90 90 cos4-
~ 30 30 cos4-
3 10 10 cos4-
4 S Scos4-

~~c-
4-: Latitude r

above vortex was placed at 19.8°N. The values
of the constants To(q) and P*o which appear in
the above mentioned paper as well as the initial
relative humidity were the same values as

T(5000, q), p*(5000) and the initial humidity,
respectively, described in the paper by Kurihara
and Tuleya (1974). It is important to note that

no zonal flow was present at the initial time and,
hence, the evolution of the vortex occurred in a
calm environment.

The time integration of the model proceeded
10 48 hours with the time steps listed in Table I,

During the integration, the sea surface tempera-
lure was fixed at 302K. Fig, 1 shows the time

,:hange of the radial distribution of the azi-

muthally averaged surface pressure, Rapid deep-
':ning of the vortex took place during the 24 to
:J6 hour period. A slow change in the central
~;urface pressure after hour 36 suggests that the
"ortex was at a nearly stationary state in the
later period. At hour 43.6, when the storm was
the most intense, the minimum surface pressure
and the maximum surface wind were 924 mb
and 76 m S-I, respectively. In the 48 hour period,
the center of vortex moved 52 km to the west
21nd 73 km to the north from the initial position,

probably due to ihe p-effect (e,g., Adem, 1956),
At the center of the quasi-stationary vortex,

a: well defined area of no precipitation, which
is usually an indication of the eye of a tropical
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f'ig, 1 Radial distribution of azimuthally averaged
surface pressure at 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours,
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cyclone, was persistently observed. (An eye-like
structure was first noticed at hour 25 when the
central pressure and the maximum surface wind
Were 983 mb and 45 m S-I, respectively.) In

Fig. 2, the distribution of the precipitation in-

tensity, together with that of surface pressure

at ten time levels from hour 37.1 to hour 46.55
is presented. An area of modt~rate and heavy
rain, i.e., greater than 0.05 mm/126 s, which
encircles the area of no rainfall indicates the
eye wall. Apparently, the eye that developed in
the present experiment was very compact. It may
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be compar,d favorably with tho: eye of intense
hurricanes $uch as Hilda of 191:;4, Inez of 1966
and Camille of 1969. The dark shaded area of
heavy rainfall within the eye walll in Fig. 2 takes
a round shape but broken at one or two openings.
This suggests that there exists a few positions of
maximum ~ainfall intensity within the eye wall.
Also, it shpuld be noted that the contours of
surfac~ pre~sure are elongated, though very little,
toward the ~reas of strong rainfaU. In the present
case, the ~sitions of surface pressure minimum .\ '
and the eye almost coincide with each other. ~~ IIKXI1 ""~~

4. Mean s~cture of the eye and the eye wall ~ 20 40 6'0' II ';;;;

In this s~ction, we investigate the time aver- Fig. 3 Height-radius distribution, averaged for hour
aged, axially symmetric compoillent of various 37.1 through 46.55, of mean azimuthal wind
fields in the central area of Ilhe vortex. To (in m S-I). Dash-dotted lines show the ridge
obtain the mean fields, we first computed the lines in the distribution.
azimuthal alolerages of quantities at various radii
for each of the time levels used in Fig. 2. To
compute th~ azimuthal average, the grid point
values were interpolated onto 40 equally spaced
points alon$ each circle through bilinear inter- 1001
polation. The axisymmetric fieldls thus obtained
at the ten time levels showed little fluctuation
with time. Accordingly, the mealll vortex defined
from the average of these fields can be con-
sidered repr,sentative of the entire analysis period.
The structure of the mean vortex is shown in
Figs. 3 throlugh 6 as a function of the pressure 8
level (ordinate) and the radial distance from
the storm center (abscissa). T:lle heavy solid
lines in the figures indicate the radial distribution
of the mean surface pressure.

Fig. 3 sh()ws the height-radius distribution of
the mean ~imuthal wind. A vertical, dash-
dotted line indicates the radiu!; of maximum
azimuthal wind. It is located ajpproximately at
20 km radius between 850 and 500mb levels, -
tilts slightly outward above 500 mb and is found
at about 22km at the 200mb level. The above (II,) (o/fJlop) and (j)=-(l/r) (o/fJla,), where
mentioned nearly vertical structure is quite dif- , and p denote the radius and the pressure, re-
ferent from the results obtained in Jones' (1980) spectively. The vertical motion is zero along
numerical si~ulation, which exhibits an excessive the dashed lines in the figure. The inner dashed
outslope belqw 500 mb. Except within the 10 km line may be considered the mean inner boundary
radius, the nJlean azimuthal wind ,=hanges sharply of the eye wall. The mean radius of the eye in
in the vertiqal in the boundary layer below the the present case is 6.5 km up to 600 mb and
horizontal d~sh-dotted line in Fig. 3. gradually expands to 8 km at 200 mb. (The eye

The mean radial-vertical circulation is pre- is indicated by shading in the figure.) The figure
sented in Fi$. 4, in which the h(~ight-radius dis- clearly shows two distinct circulation systems:
tribution of the mean stream function is shown. one within about 10 km radius and a larger circu-
The mean s.ream function /fJ for the mass flux lation system surrounding it. The inner portion,
is related to the mean radial flow Ii and the mean about 3.5 km wide, of the broad upward motion
vertical p-velocity (j) through th(: formulas Ii = area at middle levels belongs to the inner circu-
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4 Height-radius distribution, averaged for hour
37.1 through 46.55, of mean stream function,
indicating the mean radial-vertical circulation
(in 107m2mbs-l). The vertical velocity is zero
along the dotted lines. The eye is indicated by
shadinl!.
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lation system. The large area of upward motion
is connected to the upper level outflow of the
outer circulation system. The mean sinking
motion within the eye is estimated to be about
0.03 mb S-I. In the distribution of if) (figure not
shown) an area with mean upward velocity
exceeding 0.18 mb S-1 was observed between the
350 and 80(1 mb levels at around 18 km radius,
i.e., 2 km inside of the radius of the maximum
mean azimuthal wind.

The height-radius distributions of the mean
temperature anomaly, defined as the deviation
from the average temperature at a correspond-
ing level in the surrounditlg mesh 3 area, as well
as the mean relative humidity are shown in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The maximum tempera-

f :

~':';:;;~ ~
~i

0 zO 40 60 i> 1m

Fig. 5 Height-radius distribution, averaged for hour
37.1 throlilgh 46.55, of mean temperature depar-
ture from the average temperature of the sur-
rounding mesh 3 area (in K). A region of nega-
tive anomaly is shaded.
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Fig. 6 Height-radius distribution, averaged for hour
37.1 through 46.55, of mean relative humidity
(in per c~'nt).
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ture anomaly is 15K a~ i the center at the 301) mb
level. A weak negative anomaly exists at the
100 mb level outside the 10 km radius. According
to Fig. 6, the upper half of the eye is particularly
dry. A region of high mean relative hum,idity
extends to upper levels within the eye wall. The
contour for 65 per cenfj runs near the top of the
boundary layer in the outer area, but reach,~s to
almost the 100 mb level in the eye wall. The
contour pattern suggests that the mean loc:ition
of the outer boundary of the eye wall may be
chosen at about 35 km radius.

5. Asymmetry of the I~ortex

We already noticed in Section 3 the existence
of asymmetry in the structure of the eye wall.
Analysis of the asymmetric or eddy compc'nent
of an intense vortex is most appropriate when
a zonal flow is absent a$ in the present case, since
the definition of asymmetry becomes ambiguous
in the presence of a zonal flow. As seen in Fig.
2, the asymmetric component appears to rotate
within the mean vortex. Accordingly, its typical
feature can more easily be depicted from the
analyses of the fields at one appropriate time
level. In this section1 various fields at hour
46.55 are presented.

Fig. 7 shows the distributions of the irlori-
zontal wind and the vertical velocity, w, at
levels 2(-15km), 4(-B.3km), 6(-3.3km) and
10(-0.2 km), respectively. The asymmetry of
the horizontal wind is most evident at levl~1 2,
i.e., the outflow level. The field of w exhibits a
pattern of spiral sha~e, especially at middle
levels. While the neglltive (positive) w corre-
sponds to upward (ddwnward) motion at the
levels 2, 4 and 6, the large area of negative w
at the level 10 reflects the movement of an air
parcel toward the lower pressure area. From the
comparison of Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 2(j), it may be
suggested that the pre~ipitation intensity within
the eye wall is correlated well with the vertical
velocity at the middle levels.

The positions of the strong upward motion
and, hence, the large rainfall intensity moved
around the vortex cent~r. The analysis of such
movement was made. The results indicate that
it takes 77 minutes on 'the average to make one
counter-clockwise rotation. On the other hand,
the rotation rate for the wind within the eye wall
is, when estimated from the mean azimuthal
wind of 60 m s -I at the 20 km radius, 35 minutes
for one rotation. Accordingly, the rotation oif the
asymmetry within the ,eye wall relative to the
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horizontal wind vector and vertical p-velocity{CA)}

(II (10-3 mb $-1), 0>0 0-:-100 (-100

"
r;~

rotating wind is clockwise.
Asymmetry of the flow field can also be seen

in Fig. 8. In this figure, the zonal and the meri-
dional vertical cross sections through point A in
Fig. 7(d), i.e., the vortex center, are presented.
The air in the shaded area is de:;cending. It is
seen that the upward motion is r,~latively strong
to the west of the vortex center and weak to the
north. The instantaneous wind at the edge of the
eye deviated significantly from the mean circu-
lation shown in Fig. 4. It will be shown later
that this asymmetric flow within t:he eye and the
eye wall, i.e., eddy motion, mE:kes significant

contributions to the heat and moisture budg(:ts.
As mentioned before, the outflow at the upl>er
levels is quite asymmetric.

Asymmetry within the eye wall is illustrated
in Fig. 9. This figure shows the distributions
of the vertical velocity, W, and, the temperature
anomaly on the cross section along the circle of
17.5 km radius shown in Fig. 7(d). Roughly
speaking, the upward motion is relatively strong
south through west as well as north through east
of the center. It is fairly weak to the north-
northwest. It appears that the temperature
anomaly is negatively correlated with W, sugg(:st-
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Ingthat the conversion of eddy available potential
energy into eddy kinetic energy is occurring
within the '~ye wall. "

Asymmelry of the temperature anomaly as
shown in }:ig. 9 implies that there is significant
variation ot~ the temperature sounding within the

The temperature sounding at 20 km
the~ center, i.e., at point B in Fig. 7(d),

in Fig. 10, together with those in the
outer environment, i.e., at points

respectively, in Fig. 7(d). The relative
also indicated by numbers along the
the eye, the air above the 300 mb

a nearly neutral state. and quite dry,

20 40km
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Fig. 9 Distribution of w (solid lines, in 10-1 mb
S-I) and T-To (dashed lines, in K. To is the
average temperature for the mesh 3 ar'~a) at
hour 46.55, on a cylindrical surface at 1~'.5km
radius indicated in Fig.7(d). Areas with w>o

are shaded.

7' -
118"

...30 .20 .10

,. ~ 'C
Fig. 10 Temperature profiles at hour 46.55, at three

points shown in Fig. 7(d), i.e., at A (eye), B
(20 km west, eye wall) and C (75 km west).
Relative humidities (in per cent) are indicated
by numbers along the curves.

Below 300 mb, it is very s~able and still far from
saturation. The temperature at 300 mb is higher
by as much as 14.5°C than that of the environ-
ment. The sounding curve for point B coincides
with a moist adiabatic ascent. The air column
at this point is saturated above the boundary
layer. At point C, the air between 400 and
900 mb is relatively dry and is stable for dry
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adiabatic ascent.

6. Maintenance of the mean structure of th~~
eye and the eye wall

In this section, we investigate the role of
asymmetry as well as that of mean radial-vertical
circulation in the maintenance of the mean
structure of the vortex. For the above purpose,
we perform budget analyses of various quantities
for a period during which transien:t features, such
as the fluctuation in the distribution of vertical
motion within the eye, are considered minimal.
In the present time integration, such a relatively
steady period is found after hour ~~5.435. All the
results presented in this section represent the
average of budgets at five time levels within a
10.5 minute period after the above time level.

In making the budget analyses, we ignore the
asymmetry and the time variation of the surface
pressure for simplicity. Also, sim:e the budgets
are calculated within a radius of 80 km from the
storm center, we can assume that the Coriolis
parameter,l, is constant; 1=5.09><:10-35-1. The
analyses are made using a cylindrical coordinate
system with the a-coordinate in thl~ vertical. The
notations used are: r (radius from storm center),
u (radial wind, positive outward),. v (azimuthal
wind, positive counterclockwise), Ii (vertical 11-
velocity, da/ dt), II) (vertical p-velocity, dp/ dt),
T (temperature), R (mixing ratio of water vapor).
9 (geopotential of a pressure surfa<:e), p* (surface
pressure), Rp (gas constant) and cp (specific heat
of the air at the constant pressure). The overbar
notation represents the azimuthal average of a
quantity along a certain fixed radius. The azi-
muthal averages at each radius were calculated
from the grid point values using the same pro-
cedure described in section 4. [leviation of a
quantity from its azimuthal average is denoted
by a prime. We define the operator M which
expresses the advection of a quantity x by the
mean circulation:

M(x) = -u(ax/ar)-"J(axjaa).

The operator if: denotes the effect of eddy trans-
port:

E( ) 1 [ fJp*ri1? + ap*~-r;IJx = -"fj; rar -a;;-- .

We evaluated !u'x' by ux-ux. In obtaining ux,
the interpolation of grid point values onto the
points along each circle was mad,~ with respect
to the product ux itself. Computation of J'?
was similar.

a. Balance of forces in the radial direction
We examine a state of balance between the

mean azimuthal wind and the mean pressure
field. The equation for u may be written as

aD
a,-=UA+UB+UC+UD (1)

where
UA imbalance from the gradient wind

balance [=(f+D/r)D-a~/ar]
UB inertia effect due to the mean

circulation [=M(u)]
UC effect of the eddies [=E(u)+1111/r]
UD effect of horizontal and vertical

diffusion.

The mean azimuthal wind, D, is super-gradient
if UA is positive, whereas it is sub-gradient if
UA is negative. In the present vortex, UA is
near zero everywhere except for the boundary
layer and the upper level outflow layer. This
means that the gradient wind is a good approxi-
mation for D at the place where u is small. (The
gradient wind relation may still be valid even
when u is large, if the actual wind and the radius
of curvature of flow are properly considered for
each air parcel. However, in this paper, we
discuss the gradient wind balance only in terms
of UA.)

The distributions of the budget components
of (1) in the boundary layer are shown in Fig.
11. The center area (r<7.5 km) is excluded be-
cause of numerical difficulties related to the
singularity at the center. The sign of U A indi-
cates that D within about the 30 km radius is
super-gradient except for the shallow layer out-
ward of the 15 km radius where it is sub-
gradient. As reflected in the distribution of U A
+ U B, the inertia effect of the mean circulation
tends to cause deceleration of u, leading tJ the
reduction of the super gradient imbalance. The
radial flow u becomes steady provided that U A +
UB is counterbalanced by the terms UC and
UD. This is approximately the case as seen in
Fig. 11. The role of asymmetry, i.e., VC, is not
negligible particularly at the small radii.

The state of balance in the outflow layer is
illustrated in Fig. 12. As shown by VA, /J
within about 20 km radius is subgradient and D
between 20 and 40 km is supergradient. The
effect of VB is to reduce the supergradient
imbalance above 200 mb level. In VB, the hori-
zontal and vertical advection of u are found to
be equally important. It is clearly seen that the
balance of forces at the upper levels is almost
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20 : .0 bOom 20 iO

Fig. 12. As in Fig. II except for the outflow layer.
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complete with the addition of VC to VA + VB.
The eddy effect, VC, is mainly due to the hori-
zontal eddy transpOrt of u' at radii greater than
20 km, while it is largely due to the vertical
transport at the smaller radii. The diffusion
effect, VD, is not important at the upper levels
for the steadiness of the mean circulation.

b. Budget 01 mean relative angular momentum
The equatipn for the mean re,lative angular

momentum takes the following form,
arii
at=MA+MB+MC+MD (2)

:<--~o~

--/~.
,. ( I" ~' 1

.1 -

f 1\ 1 6 ~.l7.,.
(14' ~
.21 I I 1I .
II

f I

,:)~

\ '~ , 'b

: j ""'"
-:; ..

,
0 20 40 00 1m

Fig. 13 Height-radius distribution of -10 min aver-
age (at -45.4 h) of mean absolute angular mo-
mentum (dashed lines, in 105m2s-I) and mean
stream function (solid lines, in 107m2 mbs-I).
The boxes show the domains for which Figs. 14
and 15 are prepared, respectively.

where:
M A ch~nge due to the advection of abso-

lut~ angular momentuml by the mean
radial-vertical circulation [= M(rtJ)-
fr~]

MB effect of eddy flux of rl:lative angular
momentum [=E(rv)]

MC ch~nge due to horizontal diffusion
MD ch_nge due to vertical diffusion.

In Fig. 13, the stream function for the mean
radial-vertical circulation is superimposed on the
distribution of the absolute angular momentum,

i.e., Dr+U/2)r. If the former coincides with a
contour of the latter quantity, it means that the
budget of angular momentum is complete without
the terms MS, MC and MD. Otherwise, these
terms playa role in the maintenance of the

"-:-~=.:;.~~= t
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relative angular momentum of the mean vortex.
In the preselrlt case, an appropriate contribution
of MB, MC and ,\1D is required at the two
domains indicated in Fig. 13.

The distributions of the budget components
in the boundary layer are shown in Fig. 14. The
mean inflow brings larger momentum into the
bottom part of the eye wall area, whereas the
outward ad',ection within the eye causes the
decrease of momentum. In general, the vertical
advection tends to reduce the above changes due
to the horizontal advection. The resultant effect
is found in !he distribution of M A. It is evident
from the fig LIre that an apparent sink of momen-
tum within the eye, negative M A, is mostly
compensated! by the momentum supply due to
eddies, MB. The apparent source in the eye wall
region, positive MA, is balanced by MD and,
to a lesser but significant degree, by MB and
MC. Thus, the angular momentum field of the

mean vortex is kept steady.
The budget of relative angular- momentum

in the outflow layer is illustrated in Fig. 15. In
this layer, the vertical advection of the angular
momentum causes the apparent source within
the eye wall:. The apparent sink at the large radii
results from the horizontal advection. Such
advection effects of the mean radial-vertical

8:,," ~.;; 
~

~'"?j;;~~

circulation, MA, are ~Imost entirely counter-
balanced by the effect f eddies, M B. The con-
tributions of MC and D are small by an order

of magnitude.

c. Heat budget
The equation for mean temperature is

written as

aTar=TA+TB+T +TD (3)

where:
T A change due p the mean radial-vertical

circulation [~M(T)+(Rulcp) (Ta>lp)]
TB change dU~ ,r eddy motion [=E{T)+

(Rul cp) (1' UI p)]
TC change due [0 horizontal and vertical

diffusion
TD change due to condensation-convection.

The distribution of' potential temperature of
the mean vortex, toge~her with that of the mean
stream function, is sh~wn in Fig. 16. Sinc:e the
air is stably stratified as seen in the figur,~, the
mean sinking motion ,in the eye and the mean
ascending motion wi~hin the eye wall (:auses
warming and coolingj respectively. This effect,
represented by T A, has to be nullified by TB+
TC + T D in order to rraintain the stability 'Df the

mean vortex. I
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The analY$is results of the heat budget for the stationary state in the eye to be maintained. It
domain indi~ted in Fig. 16 are presented in Fig. is found that the horizontal eddy flux is a major
17. The abbve mentioned effect of the mean contributing factor in TB. The role of TB is also
circulation is reflected in the distribution of T A. seen in the outflow layer. The diffusion TC
The role of eddies, TB, is to remove the heat serves mainly to supply heat into the boundary
from the e~ at all levels to enable a nearly layer. The apparent heat sink, i.e., the negative

ITA, within the eye wall is compensated to a
I large degree by the diabatic heating effect, TD.

The quantity TD is related to the conversion of
latent energy into total potential energy. In the
present model, such a conversion integrated
within the 67.5km radius is 2.415x 1014 W. On
the other hand, the conversion of total potential
energy into mean kinetic energy, which is ex-
pressed by -Ii a~/ar, integrated for the same
domain is 13.51X1OI2W, and the conversion into
eddy kinetic energy, -vl.j7~' (v and j7 are the
horirontal wind and the gradient operator, re-
spectively), is only 0.63x 1012W. Accordingly,

-the heat engine efficiency in the inner region of
I l, 20 40 6O.m the present vortex, which is given by the ratio

Fig. 16 Hei~t-radius distribution of -10 min aver- of the conversion of potential to kinetic energy
age (at -+45.4 h) of mean potential temperature against the conversion from latent to potential
(dashed If es, in K) and mean stream function energy is approximately 6%.(solid lin s, in 107m2 mb s-I). The box ShOM '

the doma n for which Figs. 17 and 18 are respec- d. Budget 01 water vapor
tively pre ared. The budget of the mean mixing ratio of the
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oR.
a,-=RA+RB+RC+RD (4)

where:
RA change due to the mean radial-vertical

circulation [=M(R.)]
RB change due to the eddy motion [= E(R)]
RC change due to horizontal and vertical

diffusion
RD change due to condensation-convection.

The distributions of each term in the above
equation are shown in Fig. 18. The mean sink-
ing in the eye has a drying effect, resulting in
the negative RA, while the upward motion within
the eye wall causes moistening, i.e., positive RA.
The above mentioned drying effect in the eye is
largely offset by the moisture supply by the
eddies, RB. Horizontal mixing by eddies is found
to be a predominant factor in RB. The diffusion
effect, RC, serves to increase the mixing ratio in
tht boundary layer including that region con-
tained within the eye. The effect of condensation,
RD, balances the positive RA within the eye
wall.

Using a quadruply nested mesh model with a
finest grid resolution lilt about 5 km, a quasi-
stationary tropical cycll>ne is simulated. At the
center of the vortex, a compact eye is main-
tained. The radius of i the eye is about 6.~i km

below 600 mb and increases to 8 km at 200 mb.
Within the eye, a weak mean sinking motion
exists, free from rainfall. The temperature
anomaly of the eye is 15 K at 300 mb. :~ote
that the above vortex is maintained in a ,:alm
environment. One of t~e problems to be stlldied
in the future is to find the factors which deter-
mine the size and interisity of a quasi-stationary
vortex. In this respecl it may be informative
to mention that Kurihara and Tuleya (1'~74),
using a model similar to the present one except
for the horizontal resolution and the treatment
of vertical mixing, obtained a larger vortex than
the present one in an integration which started
from an initial vortex with a much larger radial
extent. On the other hand, the vortex which
evolved from the initially rest state in a high
resolution, axisymmetric, deep convection model
(Yamasaki, 1977) was much smaller than the
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plesent one, We speculate that relatively weak

winds beyo~d a certain radius, either due to lack

of basic flow or small size of vortex, will reduce

the evapora~ion rate and, hencc:, may weaken

the convect~ve activity in the outer domain.

Asymmet~y in the vortex struI;ture is evident

in various ~elds. Areas of anomalous rainfall

intensity an~ ascending motion are observed at

a few locati~ns within the eye wall. The asym-

metric .feat~res within the e:/e wall move

CYClonically t With a much smalle:r rotation rate

than the wi d within the eye wall.

Except fo the boundary layer and the upper

outflow lay t, the mean vortex is in gradient

wind balanc. In the above two layers, a state

of balance i~ achieved with the inclusion of the

inertia effec~ of the mean radia'(.;vertical circu-

lation, the Sr ess effect of the eddy motions and

the effect 0 diffusion. The fric:tional effect is

also importa t in the boundary layer. If a basic

flow is presq nt, the balance of forces within the

vortex is aIJected. According to the analysis

by La Seur! and Hawkins (1963), the radius of

curvature ofl the flow will vary around the storm

in this case
~1 although the gradient wind is still

a good app ximation to the actual wind in the

free atmosp ere.

In the b ~ get of relative angular momentum, the effect 0 the mean circulation is offset by

either or bo h of the effects due to eddies and

diffusion. T e eddies supply angular momentum

to the botto part of the eye and remove angular

momentum ~rom the surrounding boundary layer. The war ing and drying in the eye due to

mean sinkin motion are counterbalanced by the

cooling and oistening effect of t:he eddies. This

effect is ap arently caused at ea(:h level by the

exchange Ofl the air between the warm, dry eye

and the rela~ively cool, moist eye wall. It should

be noted her~ that the heat and moisture budgets

presented in ~his paper are obtained from a rather

simple mod~l. The analysis results may have to

bc modified ,f the effects which are absent in the

plesent mod~l, such as the evaporation of falling

raindrops add the suspension of cloud droplets,

play signific~nt roles in the budget.

The budg~t analyses in the pre:lent study were

made for a' particular ten minute period. The

eddies repre~ent the deviation from the axisym-

metric field ~t each of the time levels. The local

sum of th~ budget components for certain

quantities at lone arbitrary time lel/el is not neces-

sarily small, indicating fluctuatioll of the mean

fields. We ~te here that the axisymmetric fields

ill the previously mentioned Yamasaki's model
(1977) exhibited short period oscillation as well
as small scale radial-vertical variation.

As mentioned in Section 2, a parameterization
scheme for the moist convection (Kurihara, 1973)
is incorporated in the present model. In order
to examine the degree of impact of the parameteri-
zation on the structure of a mature vortex, a
supplemental integration was performed. In this
case, the parameterization scheme was removed
from the model at hour 37.1, after the eye Was
established, and the integration was continued
for about an 8.5 hour period. The vortex struc-
tures from the two models, with and without the
parameterization effect, were then compared with
each other. It was found that the overall struc-
tures are about the same. This suggests that, 'in
case of the grid resolution of 5 km, a large part
of the heat and moisture fields within the eye
wall area at the mature stage of the storm are
determined by the explicit motion and that the
contribution of the sub-grid scale convection is
rather small. (Convection in the outer area ill
the two integrations was too weak to make a
definite evaluation of the parameterization effect.)
It also appears that the asymmetric features may
be strongly dependent on the mean vortex
structure, rather than the sub-grid scale convec-
tion. The ground for this conjecture is that the
patterns of asymmetry in two numerical models,
namely the present model and the model by
Kitade (1980), are quite similar to each other
in various respects despite the use of different
parameterization schemes.
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